
The  Lord  of  Dance
The  meaning  of  Lord  Shiva  as Nataraj

Ultimately, in Hinduism, there is only one reality, often identified as Brahman. Brahman encompasses all there is in the universe, and everything that isn't, as well. 
Beyond form or formlesness, it cannot be spoken of with words nor does it possess any characteristics. Because Brahman, the One without second, without form 
and yet not formless.

You and I are part of Brahman as well, but we usually forget that each of us and the world in which we are living are ultimately only Brahman, part of God. We play 
our parts in life, over and over again, until eventually we long to loose what we think of as our identity (the self), and recognize our true Self - oneness with Brahman. 
Understanding our unity with Brahman, moksha, is the ultimate goal of all Hindus. The Nataraj, one of the forms of Lord Shiva, expresses these ideas and this goal.

The significance of the Nataraj sculpture is said to be that Shiva is shown as the source of all movement within the cosmos, represented by the arch of flames. The 
purpose of the dance is to release men from illusion of the idea of the "self" and of the physical world.

The gestures of the dance represent Shiva's five activities, creation (symbolized by the drum), protection (by the "fear not" hand gesture), destruction (by the fire), 
embodiment (by the foot planted on the ground), and release (by the foot held aloft).

As Nataraj (Sanskrit: Lord of Dance) Shiva represents apocalypse and creation as he dances away the illusory world of Maya transforming it into power and enlightenment. 

The fiery ring 
surrounding Shiva 

is, prahabhamandala. It 
represents the universe 

with all of its illusions, 
sufferings and pain.  The 

outer edge is fire, the 
inner edge the waters of 

the oceans. The flame 
halo (Circle of fire ) 

represents samsara 
(reincarnation), the 

endless cycle of birth 
and death. Life comes 

as a result of heat 
(passion). Life ends in 

the fires of destruction. 
And then life comes over 

and over again.

The crescent 
moon in his 
matted hair 

keeps Candra, 
the god of the 

moon. Through 
the waxing and 

the waning of 
the moon Shiva 
creates different 

seasons and 
rejuvenates life. 

Snakes coiled 
around his 
upper arms and 
neck are 
symbolizing the 
power he has 
over all 
creatures. 
Snakes are also 
used to 
symbolize the 
reincarnation. 
Their natural 
process of 
molting or 
shedding their 
skin is symbolic 
of the human 
souls 
transmigration 
of bodies from 
one life to 
another. One 
should try and 
raise the 
Kundalani 
power and 
merge Sakti 
with Shiva at the 
Crown of the 
head

The front right 
hand is in the 
abhaya-mudra (the 
"fear not" gesture, 
made by holding the 
palm outward with 
fingers pointing up).

The back left 
hand carries agni 
(fire) in a vessel or 

in his hand. The 
flames represent 

the destructive 
energy with which 
Nataraj dances at 

the end of each 
cosmic age, 

cleansing sins 
and removing 

illusion.
Both upper arms 
show balance of 

creation and 
destruction. 

The left foot treads firmly upon the dwarf demon 
of ignorance, allowing the birth of knowledge.
Nataraj dances above the body of the demon, 

Apasmara, whom he has killed; in this role he is 
called Natesa. 

Lower left hand means "There is a way out." 
This gesture promises salvation or release from 
the world of forms and rebirth. This hand points 
to the way out which is at the feet of god.

Upraised left foot symbolizes release from rebirth 
and the promise of moksha-nirvana to those who 
approach him.That is why it comes out of the rest 
of the image which is this world of forms and 
shows us the road to moksha (salvation)

Expression on Shiva's face is calm, aloof, 
unaffected by the display of his own 
energy, the flow and change of time.

Image rests on a lotus, symbolising that we 
should be like the Lotus rising from the dirt of 

this world and unite with God.

Skull as a crown 
symbolizes Shiva 

conquers death

The third eye in his 
forehead symbolizes his 
all-seeing ability. Also 
symbolic of insight and 
enlightenment

The damaru in the 
back right hand, 
represents the 
rhythmic sound to 
which Shiva dances 
and ceaselessly 
recreates the universe.
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Whatever sins i have committed with my hands, feet, voice, body, actions, ears, eyes, or mind, whether prohibited by 
the scriptures or not, please forgive them all. Hail! Hail! O ocean of compassion! O great god! O benevolent lord!												

                Shiva manasa pooja


